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ABSTRACT 
An unsteady, spherically symmetric, single component, diffusion controlled gas phase droplet combustion 

model was developed assuming infinite kinetics and no radiation effects. Finite difference technique was used to 

solve time dependent equations of energy and species. Adiabatic flame temperature which is important for 

calculating thermodynamic properties was calculated by employing a detailed method. Effects of ambient 

temperature and composition on important combustion parameters like adiabatic flame temperature, droplet 

mass burning rate, burning constant and droplet lifetime were obtained. Results indicated that flame 

temperature, burning constant and mass burning rate increased with an increase in ambient temperature while 

the droplet life time decreased. The present gas phase code was used in conjunction with the Olikara and 

Borman code for obtaining concentration of important species. Emission results showed that for a 100 m  n-

heptane droplet burning in standard atmosphere, an increase in ambient temperature led to an increase in NO 

and CO concentrations and a decrease in CO2 and H2O concentrations. Extinction diameter for a 3000 m  n-

heptane droplet burning in oxygen-helium environment was determined. Also, effects of ambient temperature 

and composition were obtained on droplet lifetime and mass burning rate as a function of initial droplet 

diameter. The present gas phase model is simple but realistic and can be incorporated in spray combustion 

codes. 

Keywords: Droplet combustion model, numerical technique, simplified approach, combustion and emission 

characteristics, extinction diameter, spray combustion application.  

 

I. Introduction 
In many engineering applications like diesel 

engines, gas turbines, industrial boilers and furnaces 

and liquid rockets, liquid fuel is often atomised into 

liquid fragments (droplets) so that the total surface 

area of droplets is much greater than that of the 

original liquid mass in order to facilitate mixing and 

overall burning.This act of fragmentation is called 

spraying. The spray of liquid hydrocarbon fuel is then 

mixed with the oxidiser and burned in the combustion 

chamber of various devices. 

A spray may be regarded as a turbulent, 

chemically reacting, multicomponent (MC) flow with 

phase change involving thermodynamics, heat and 

mass transport, chemical kinetics and fluid dynamics. 

Because of these complexities, direct studies on spray 

combustion may be tedious and inaccurate, hence an 

essential prerequisite for understanding spray 

phenomenon is the knowledge of the laws governing 

droplet evaporation and combustion. 

Further, the submillimeter scales associated with 

spray problem have made detailed experimental 

measurements quite difficult. Hence in general, 

theory and computations have led experiments in 

analysing spray systems [1]. 

Spherically symmetric droplet combustion can be 

achieved experimentally through drop towers (a 

specially designed freely falling droplet combustion 

apparatus) which provides a microgravity 

environment by eliminating buoyancy and offers a 

simplified geometry of the combustion environment 

for analysing droplet processes in detail. 

Isoda and Kumagai [2,3,4] were pioneers in 

conducting spherically symmetric droplet combustion 

experiments in drop towers capturing the flame 

movement and further showed that F/D ratio varies 

throughout the droplet burning history. 

 

1.1 Quasi-steady, QS-Transient and Transient 

Vaporisation and Combustion of Single Droplets 

In the quasi-steady  approach, system is  

spherically symmetric, droplet is at  its boiling point, 
2 -d law  is followed, gas phase proceesses are 

occuring at a very fast rate as compared to liquid 

phase processes, flame to droplet diameter ratio is a 

large constant value, properties are assumed constant.  

Waldman [5] and Ulzama and Specht [6] used 

analytical procedure whereas Puri and Libbi [7] and 

King [8] employed numerical techniques in 
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developing spherically symmetric droplet combustion 

models. The results of these authors were mainly 

confined to the observations that unlike quasi-steady 

case, flame is not stationary and flame to droplet 

diameter  ratio increases throughout the droplet 

burning period. 

Most of the theoretical studies considered either 

quasi-steady liquid phase with unsteady gas phase or 

vice-versa [1]. Whereas, fully transient models can be 

employed in multicomponent droplet vaporisation 

and combustion studies. 

 

1.2  Droplet Vaporisation and Combustion in 

Convective Environment 

Droplet combustion in convective environment 

can be modelled using forced convective correlations 

[9,1,10,11]. Ranz and Marshall correlation [12] based 

on heat transfer which is frequently used corresponds 

to a correction factor of 
0.5 0.331 0.3 g gRe Pr , where 

gas phase Reynolds number gRe is based on droplet 

diameter. 

Yang and Wong [13] investigated the effect of 

heat conduction through the support fibre on a droplet 

vaporising in a weak convective field.   

1.3  Effect of Ambient Parameters on Droplet 

Vaporisation and Combustion 

Chin and Lefebvre [14] investigated the effects 

of ambient pressure and temperature on steady state 

combustion of commercial fuels like aviation 

gasoline, JP5 and diesel oil (DF2). Their results 

suggested that evaporation constant   values were 

enhanced as ambient pressure and temperature were 

increased. 

Kadota and Hiroyasu [15] conducted an 

experimental study of single suspended alkanes and 

light oil droplets under natural convection in 

supercritical gaseous environment at room 

temperatures. It was noted that combustion lifetime 

decreased steeply with an increase in reduced 

pressure till the critical point whereas burning 

constant showed a continuously increasing trend with 

reduced pressure in both sub and supercritical 

regimes. 

Deplanque and Sirignano [16] developed an 

elaborate numerical model to investigate spherically 

symmetric, transient vaporisation of a liquid oxygen 

(LOX) droplet in supercritical gaseous hydrogen. 

They advocated the use of Redlich-Kwong EOS and 

suggested it can be assumed that dissolved hydrogen 

remains confined in a thin layer at the droplet surface. 

Further it was observed that vaporisation process 

followed the           . 

Zhu and Aggarwal [17] performed numerical 

investigation of supercritical vaporisation phenomena 

for n-heptane–N2 system by considering transient, 

spherically symmetric conservation equations of both 

gas and liquid phases, pressure dependent properties 

and detailed treatment of liquid-vapour phase 

equilibrium employing different EOS. 

Yang [18] also analysed numerically a fully 

transient model for LOX-H2 system employing 

complex Benedict-Webb-Rubin EOS. Vieille et 

al.[19] conducted microgravity combustion 

experiments of 1.5mm diameter alkane and alcohol 

droplets using suspended droplet technique in high 

pressure air at 300K. An important result was that 
2 -d law  was followed even under supercritical 

pressure of 120 bar. 

Stengele et al.[20] conducted experimental and 

theoretical study of freely falling single and 

bicomponent (n-pentane, n-nonane) droplets in a 

stagnant high pressure N2 gas at different 

temperatures incorporating convective effects. The 

results were compared with numerical results of 

diffusion limit model. 

Marchese et al. [21] modelled spherically 

symmetric n-heptane droplet combustion in a (30% 

O2-70% He) environment and obtained the extinction 

diameter which is an important aspect of droplet 

combustion (occuring when the flame extinguishes 

before the droplet is consumed). 

 

II. Problem Formulation 
2.1  Introduction 

As mentioned before, droplet combustion 

experiments have shown that liquid droplet burning is 

a transient phenomenon. This is verified by the fact 

that the flame diameter first increases and then 

decreases and flame to droplet diameter ratio 

increases throughout the droplet burning unlike the 

simplified analyses where this ratio assumes a large 

constant value. Keeping this in mind, an unsteady, 

spherically symmetric, single component, diffusion 

controlled gas phase droplet combustion model was 

developed by solving the transient diffusive equations 

of species and energy. 

2.2 Development of spherically symmetric, unsteady 

droplet combustion model for the gas phase 

Important assumptions invoked in the development of 

spherically symmetric gas phase droplet combustion 

model of the present study  

Spherical liquid fuel droplet is made up of single 

chemical species and is assumed to be at its boiling 

point temperature surrounded by a spherically 

symmetric flame, in a quiescent, infinite oxidising 

medium with phase equilibrium at the liquid-vapour 

interface expressed by the Clausius-Clapeyron 

equation. 

Droplet processes are diffusion controlled 

(ordinary diffusion is considered, thermal and 

pressure diffusion effects are neglected). Fuel and 

oxidiser react instantaneously in stoichiometric 

proportions at the flame. Chemical kinetics is 

infinitely fast resulting in flame being represented as 

an infinitesimally thin sheet. 
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Ambient pressure is subcritical and uniform. 

Conduction is the only mode of heat transport, 

radiation heat transfer is neglected. Soret and Dufour 

effects are absent. 

Thermo physical and transport properties are 

evaluated as a function of pressure, temperature and 

composition. Ideal gas behaviour is assumed. 

Enthalpy „ h ‟ is a function of temperature only. The 

product of density and diffusivity is taken as constant. 

Gas phase Lewis number gLe  is assumed as unity. 

     The overall mass conservation and species 

conservation equations are given respectively as: 

 2
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Where;  

 t  is the instantaneous time  

r  is the radial distance from the droplet center  

  is the density  

rv  is the radial velocity of the fuel vapour 

D   is the mass diffusivity  

Y  is the mass fraction of the species 

equations (1) and (2) are combined to give species 

concentration or species diffusion equation for the gas 

phase as follows  
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gD  is the gas phase mass diffusivity 

The relation for energy conservation can be written in 

the following form 
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The energy or heat diffusion equation for the gas 

phase, equation (5) can be derived with the help of 

overall mass conservation equation (1) and equation 

(4), as: 
2
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T  is the temperature, g  is gas phase thermal 

diffusivity. Neglecting radial velocity of fuel vapour 

rv  for the present model, equations (3) and (5) reduce 

to a set of linear, second order  partial differential 

equations (eqns 6 and 7).  
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The solution of these equations provide the species 

concentration profiles (fuel vapour and oxidiser) and 

temperature profile for the inflame and post flame 

zones.  

The boundary and initial conditions based on this 

combustion model are as follows 

  , , ;  ,  0,  0f f o f F fat r r T T Y Y     

  , ;  ,  0.232,oat r r T T Y      

,   0;  , ,  1.0lo b F Sat t r r T T Y     

   
1/ 2

where   1 /    for   0 ,l lo d dr r t t t t   

 

is the moving boundary condition coming out from 

the 
2 -d law  (since droplet is at its boiling point 

temperature). Here, fT  and T  are temperatures at 

the flame and ambient atmosphere respectively. 

,F SY  and ,F fY  are fuel mass fractions respectively 

at the droplet surface and flame. ,oY   and ,o fY  are 

oxidiser concentrations in the ambience and at the 

flame respectively, t  is the instantaneous time, dt  is 

the combustion lifetime of the droplet, lor  is the 

original or initial droplet radius and lr  is the 

instantaneous droplet radius at time  “ t ”. 

          The location where the maximum temperature 

fT T  or the corresponding concentrations 

, 0F fY   and , 0o fY   occur, was taken as the 

flame radius fr . Instantaneous time “ t ” was 

obtained from the computer results whereas the 

combustion lifetime “ dt ” was determined from the 

relationship coming out from the 
2 -d law . Other 

parameters like instantaneous flame to droplet 

diameter ratio ( / )F D , flame standoff 

distance ( - )/2F D , dimensionless flame diameter 

0( / )F D etc, were then calculated as a function of 

time 

Solution technique  

Equations (6) and (7) were solved numerically 

using the “finite difference technique”. The approach 

is simple, fairly accurate and numerically efficient 

[22]. Here the mesh size in radial direction was chosen 

as h  and in time direction as k . Using finite 

difference approximations, equations (6) and (7) were 

descritised employing three point central difference 

expressions for second and first space derivatives, and 

the time derivative was approximated by a forward 
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difference approximation resulting in a two level, 

explicit scheme (equation 8) which was implemented 

on a computer. 
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          The solution scheme is stable as long as the 

stability condition 1 1/ 2   is satisfied.  

2.3  Estimation of  flame temperature  

In the present work, thermodynamic and 

transport properties were evaluated on the basis of 

flame temperature and ambient temperature for the 

outer or the post flame zone and boiling point 

temperature and flame temperature for the inner or 

inflame zone. Accuracy of the evaluated properties 

depend upon the correct estimation of flame 

temperature and play a vital role in predicting 

combustion parameters and their comparison with the 

experimental results. A computer code was developed 

in the present work for determining the adiabatic 

flame temperature using first law of thermodynamics 

with no dissociation effects. 

A more accurate method like Gülder [23] 

(described below) which incorporates dissociation, 

multicomponent fuels and high temperature and 

pressure effects was also used for getting flame 

temperature. An expression of the following form has 

been adopted to predict the flame temperature, which 

is applicable for the given ranges: 

[0.3 1.6;  0.1 7.5 ;MPa P MPa     

275 950 ;  0.8 / 2.5]K Tu K H C     
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  is dimensionless pressure = / oP P  ( oP  = 

0.1013 MPa ) 

  is dimensionless initial mixture temperature 

/u aT T   

aT = 300 K  

  is /H C atomic ratio 

 =   for  1 (  is the fuel-air equivalence ratio 

defined as  

( / ) /( / )actual stoichiometricF A F A ) and         

 = 0.7,   for    >1 

Now,   
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pfC  is the  specific heat of fuel vapour 

paC  is the specific heat of air obtained from standard 

air tables 

lT  is the liquid fuel temperature 

pfC = (0.363 + 0.000467. bT )(5 - 0.001
fo )  

(kJ/kgK) 

fo  is density of fuel at 288.6 K  

bT  is boiling point Temperature ( K ) 

 
2.40630.2527

0.9479 100mb fT 


      

mbT  is the fuel mid boiling point ( K ) 

f  is the relative liquid density of fuel at 20 C  

(360 0.39 ) /l fL T      /kJ kg   (11)  

(latent heat of vaporization L  can also be evaluated 

from Reid et al. [24] ) 

Once   and   are known, Table 1, [23] can be 

consulted for choosing constants 

1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3, , , , , , , , , , , ,A a b c a b c a b c    to be used 

in equation (11).  

After determining the flame temperature, the 

reference temperatures for the inflame and post flame 

zones respectively can be calculated using average 

values given as: 

1 ( ) / 2ref b fT T T   and  2 ( ) / 2ref fT T T   (12)                          

or  by using 1/3 rule [30],  given as:  

1 (1/ 3) (2 / 3)ref b fT T T   and  

2 (1/ 3) (2 / 3)ref fT T T     (13) 

  

For the present gas phase model, thermodynamic 

and transport properties like specific heats, diffusion 

coefficients, thermal conductivities, latent heats, 

densities, were evaluated as a function of reference 

temperature and pressure from different correlations 

along with proper mixing rules [24]. Combustion 

parameters like heat transfer number TB , burning 

constant bk , combustion lifetime of the droplet dt  

and mass burning rate fm  were then calculated on 

the basis of these properties from the following 

correlations. 

 c
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where,    (A/F)stoich on mass basis, 

ch  heat of combustion of fuel, 0D , D 

original and instantaneous droplet diameters 

respectively, g   thermal conductivity of the gas, 

pgC  specific heat of the gas, l   liquid 

density,  

 

2.4  Chemical Equilibrium Composition 

The Olikara and Borman model [25] considered 

combustion reaction between fuel n m l kC H O N  and 

air at variable fuel-air equivalence ratio , 

temperatureT and pressure P . Following equation 

was considered for representing combustion reaction 

between fuel and air:  

     

 13 2 2

4 2
3.7274 0.0444n m l k

n m l
x C H O N O N Ar



  
   

 

1 2 3 4 2 5 6 7

8 2 9 2 10 2 11 2 12

x H x O x N x H x OH x CO x NO

x O x H O x CO x N x Ar

      

    
     (18)                                                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                         

Where 1x  through 12x  are mole fractions of the 

product species and , ,n m l  and k  are the atoms of 

carbon, hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen respectively 

in the fuel. The number n  and m  should be non-

zero while l  and k  may or may not be zero. 

The number 13x , represents the moles of fuel that 

will give one mole of products. In addition to carbon 

and hydrogen, the fuel may or may not contain 

oxygen and nitrogen atoms. In the present study, fuels 

considered were free from nitrogen atoms. The 

product species considered were 

2 2 2 2 2H,O,N,H ,OH,CO,NO,O ,H O,CO , N and 

Ar in gas phase [25]. Whereas in the present work, 

only CO, NO, CO2 and H2O were considered for the 

sake of simplicity. 

The equilibrium constants used in the 

programme [25] were fitted as a function of 

temperature in the range (600 4000 )K K . It was 

shown that equivalence ratio, 

0.25 0.5

0.5 0.5

AN AM AL

AN AL


 



           (19) 

(where , ,AN AM AL  are the number of 

C, H and O atoms in fuel molecules). The products 

of combustion were assumed to be ideal gases 

(assumption not valid at extremely high pressures). 

The gas phase code developed in the present work 

was used with the Olikara and Borman code [25] for 

calculating the equilibrium composition of 

combustion products representing species 

concentration profiles around a burning droplet. 

Important steps of this programme and detailed 

kinetic mechanism are given in [25].  

 

III. Results and Discussion 
3.1 Effect of Ambient Temperature on Adiabatic 

Flame Temperature and Burning Constant 

Figure 1 shows the variation of adiabatic flame 

temperature 
fT  (calculated using Gülder‟s method) 

[23] with ambient temperatureT  ranging from 

298 K  to 1500 K  for a 2000 m  n-heptane droplet 

combusting at ambient pressure 

1 atmosphereP   and ambient oxidiser 

concentration 
, 0.232oY   . From Figure 2, it is 

observed that burning constant is increasing gradually 

with an increase in ambient temperature. The reason 

is mainly due to an increase in the value of adiabatic 

flame temperature with ambient temperature T . 

Since thermophysical properties were estimated on 

the basis of the flame temperature, they further 

influence the combustion parameters like bk , dt  and 

fm .  

300 900 1500
2000

3000

4000

T
f

(
K

)

T ( K )

Figure 1: Effect of ambient temperature on
adiabatic flame temperature
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Figure 2 : Burning constant
 

3.2  Droplet Lifetime and Mass Burning Rate 

        Figure 3 shows the variation of ambient 

temperature on the combustion lifetime for a 

1000 m  n-heptane droplet. It is seen that values of 

combustion lifetime predicted by the present model 

decrease with an increase in the ambient temperature. 

This behaviour is true because the droplet lifetime dt  

is inversely proportional to bk  from the relationship 

coming out of  the 
2d law .  

        From Figure 4 it is observed that mass burning 

rate 
fm  increases with an increase in ambient 

temperature T , which was varied from 298 K  to 

1500 K . The burning rate was obtained from 

equation 17. For a fixed droplet radius, the burning 

rate is found to be a strong function of burning 

constant bk  and thus 
fm  increases with the increase 

in ambient temperature.  
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Figure 4: Droplet mass burning rate
 

 

 

3.3  Temperature   Effect   on    Emission 

 Characteristics      of      a     Spherically  

 Symmetric  n-Heptane  Burning Droplet 

It is observed from Figure 5 for a 100 m  n-

heptane droplet burning in standard atmosphere, that 

as ambient temperature is increased from 298 K  to 

900 K , the corresponding NO concentration is also 

increased. As stated earlier, NO concentrations are 

strongly dependent upon flame temperature and are 

found to increase appreciably with increase in flame 

temperature. However, these results are aimed at 

providing a general qualitative trend only. Refer 

Table 2. 

It is further observed that as ambient temperature 

is increased, then due to a corresponding increase in 

the flame temperature, dissociation of CO2 increases, 

hence rate of CO formation is increased with increase 

in ambient temperature (Figure 7). On the contrary, 

the rate of formation of CO2 (Figure 6), decreases 

with an increase in the ambient temperature. 

Dissociation effect also decreases the H2O 

concentration with an increase in T (Figure 8). The 

above observations for the present study are 

consistent with Le Chatelier principle which states 

that any system initially in a state of equilibrium 

when subjected to a change (increase in temperature 

or pressure) will shift in composition in such a way as 

to minimise the change [11].   

        When temperature is increased, the composition 

shifts in the endothermic direction. Since heat is 

absorbed when CO2 breaks down into CO and O2 

hence producing a shift to the right, in the reaction: 

CO2  CO+1/2 O2. The same can be said about 

H2O concentration.  
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Figure 5: NO concentration variation
with dimensionless flame radius at
different ambient temperatures

for n-heptane
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3.4 Effect of Variation of Ambient Oxidiser 

Concentration on Burning Constant bk  for Ethanol 

       For the present work, it is seen that as ambient 

oxidiser concentration is increased, adiabatic flame 

temperature fT  for a 2000 m  n-heptane droplet is 

also increased (Figure 9), Table 3. Thermophysical 

and transport properties were then calculated as a 

function of this temperature using property relations 

[24]. The combustion properties were evaluated next 

which include , , ,T b d fB k t m  (Table 4), using 

equations 14-17. The effect of these properties 

resulted in increased values of bk  and fm  and hence 

smaller burning times. The same trend of fT  

increasing with T  was also true for ethanol. The 

variation of burning constant bk  with ambient 

oxidiser concentration ,oY   for ethanol is depicted in 

Figure 10 and compared with the results of Choi et al. 

[26] who considered microgravity droplet combustion 

in varying oxygen environment. It was observed that 

results of present study are close to those of Choi et 

al, verifying the simplicity and accuracy of the gas 

phase model of the present work.  
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Figure 10: Effect of ambient oxidiser concentration
on burning constant for ethanol (D

0
= 1800 microns,

P = 1 atm, T = 298 K)   

3.5   Effect of Ambient Oxidiser Concentration on 

, ,  and  f b d fT k t m for n-Heptane 

 

The variation of burning constant bk , combustion 

lifetime dt  and burning rate 
fm  repectively as a 

function of ambient oxidiser concentration ,oY   for a 

2000 micron n-heptane droplet burning in standard 

atmosphere are depicted in Figs 11-13.  
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Figure 13 : Mass burning rate


 
 

3.6 Combustion Aspects of Fuel Droplet in Oxygen-

Helium Atmosphere 

An important aspect of spherically symmetric 

droplet combustion is the calculation of extinction 

diameter which results when the flame extinguishes 

before the droplet is consumed. This aspect can be 

controlled by mixing ambient oxygen with an inert 

gas such as helium which has high thermal 

conductivity. In this situation, gas phase chemical 

reactions can go to completion and extinction 

diameter is greatly reduced and becomes too small to 

measure [21,27]. 

          Another advantage of using an inert gas is to 

curb the sooting tendency of the hydrocarbon fuel, 

such as n-heptane. In experiments with sooting fuels 

it is difficult to measure the extinction diameters 

because of the sooting effect. 

          For the present work, the adiabatic flame 

temperature was calculated as 1205 K  from first law 

of thermodynamics for stoichiometric reaction 

between n-heptane and (30 % O2 + 70 % Helium). 

Properties of helium were taken from Gordon and 

McBride [28]. Combustion parameters were then 

determined subsequently. A comparison was obtained 

in the form of 
2D  versus t , (Figure 14).  
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Figure 14: Variation of ( D / D
0

)
2

with t / D
0

2
for n-heptane

droplet burning in 30 % O
2

/ 70 % He atmosphere ;
(D

0
= 3000 microns, P = 1 atm, T = 298 K)  

Both scales were non-dimensionalised by
2

0D . 

Result of the present model was compared that of 

Marchese et al. [20]. O2 and He were present as a 

mixture of 30 % O2 and 70 % Helium for both 

models. On comparison it was observed that for both 

results, extinction diameters occured at times close to 

each other. For the present model, extinction diameter 

was calculated as 0.0571mm occurring at 8.253s 

(
2

0/t D  = 0.917s). For Marchese et al. model, the 

value of extinction diameter was zero at 
2

0/t D = 

0.875. The small difference could be due to the 

determination of properties which subsequently effect 

the combustion parameters. 

3.7 Effect of Ambient Temperature and oxidiser 

concentration on droplet lifetime and mass burning 

rate of n-heptane as a function of original droplet 

diameter  

It was observed that at a fixed droplet diameter, an 

increase in temperature led to a decrease in droplet lifetime 

and an increase in burning rate. Whereas, both lifetime and 

burning rate increased with droplet size at a given 

temperature (Figs 15-16).   

Further, for a fixed droplet size, an increase in 

oxidiser concentration decreased droplet lifetime and 

enhanced burning rate and at a particular concentration, 

both of these parameters increased with droplet size (Figs 

17-18). 
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Figure 18: Droplet mass burning rate
 

 

IV. Conclusions 
The effect of ambient temperature and 

composition on droplet burning is profound as 

combustion chamber temperatures in various 

combustion devices can exceed 2500 K . In the 

present work, for an increase in temperature from 

298 K  to 1500 K , it was observed that flame 

temperature, burning constant and mass burning rate 

increased while droplet lifetime decreased for a n-

heptane droplet burning in standard atmosphere. 

Regarding emission behaviour, it was observed that 

as temperature was increased from 298 K  to 900 K , 

NO and CO concentrations increased while CO2 and 

H2O concentrations were lowered.  

Effect of increasing ambient oxidiser 

concentration resulted in an increase in flame 

temperature, burning constant and mass burning rate 

and a decrease in droplet lifetime for a n-heptane 

droplet. On comparing burning constant versus 

ambient oxidiser concentration behaviour for ethanol 

droplet of the present model with the experimental 

work of Choi et al. [26], it was observed that the two 

results were in good agreement (Figure 10). 

Extinction diameter obtained by the present model for 

a n-heptane droplet burning in oxygen-helium 

environment, and by Marchese et al.[21] also agreed 

quite well (Figure 14). A small difference could be 

attributed to the difference in properties. The gas 

phase model of the present work is accurate and yet 

simple for its implementation in spray combustion 

codes where CPU economy plays a vital role. 
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Table 1: Constants for Evaluating Flame Temperature by Gülder’s Method [23] 

 

 

     Constants 
0.3 1.0   1.0 1.6   

0.92 2   2 3.2   0.92 2   2 3.2   

A  2361.7644 2315.7520 916.8261 1246.1778 

  0.1157 -0.0493 0.2885 0.3819 

  -0.9489 -1.1141 0.1456 0.3479 

  -1.0976 -1.1807 -3.2771 -2.0365 

1a  
0.0143 0.0106 0.0311 0.0361 

1b  
-0.0553 -0.0450 -0.0780 -0.0850 

1c  
0.0526 0.0482 0.0497 0.0517 

2a  
0.3955 0.5688 0.0254 0.0097 

2b  
-0.4417 -0.5500 0.2602 0.5020 

2c  
0.1410 0.1319 -0.1318 -0.2471 

3a  
0.0052 0.0108 0.0042 0.0170 

3b  
-0.1289 -0.1291 -0.1781 -0.1894 

3c  
0.0827 0.0848 0.0980 0.1037 

 

Table 2:  Variation of NO,CO, CO2  and H2O Concentrations with 

Ambient Temperature for n-Heptane 

 

      

Table 3:  Variation of Adiabatic Flame Temperature with Ambient  

Oxidiser Concentration for n-Heptane 

 

Oxidiser concentration 

( % ) 

,oY 
 

Adiabatic flame 

temperature ( K ) 

fT  

11.2 1528.57 

23.2 2247.67 

31.2 2976.9 

46.4 3726.68 

57.6 4230.72 

 

 

Ambient 

temperature  

( K ) 

Adiabatic flame 

temperature ( K ) 
   NO (%) CO  (%) CO2  (%) H2O  (%) 

298 2247.67 2.6984 3.2389 10.082 14.255 

600 2409.44 3.5004 3.5628 9.7232 14.089 

900 2556.30 4.2816 4.1981 9.0127 13.681 
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Table 4:  Effect of 
,oY 

on ,TB ,   and  b d fk t m for n-Heptane ( 0 2000D m ) 

 

Ambient oxidiser 

concentration 

 , %oY   

  

    Heat transfer  

No 

TB  

 

Burning constant 
2( / )bk mm s  

Droplet lifetime 

( )dt s  

Mass burning 

rate 

 ( / )fm mg s  

11.2 4.17 0.7 5.714 0.752 

23.2 8.765 1.036 3.86 1.113 

31.2 11.85 1.254 3.1897 1.347 

46.4 17.86 1.43 2.78 1.536 

57.6 22.27 1.789 2.235 1.922 

                       

 

 

 

 

 

 


